2017 Undergraduate Student Research Forum
Thursday, May 4, 2017
JULIS ROMO RABINOWITZ BUILDING, BOWL A17
(20 Washington Road)
4:30 P.M. – 6:00 P.M.
Reception to follow
Open to the Princeton Community – No Registration Required

Speakers

ASLIHAN ASIL ’17
One Size Does Not Fit All: A Comparative Analysis of
U.S. Merchandise and Service Trade Flows Pre and Post Great Recession

RENÉ CHALOM ’17
They’re Beating Us in Trade? The Effect of
Chinese Imports on U.S. Manufacturing Labor Dynamics

SAMANTHA ESSIG ’17
Mothers at Work: The Effect of California’s
Paid Family Leave Policy on Maternal Labor Market Outcomes

ALEXANDER LEE ’17
Pound for Pound: An Event Study Analysis of
the Differential Effect of Brexit on British Firms

CHRISTINA STYER ’17
Extraordinary Times: Analyzing the Transmission Mechanisms of
Unconventional Monetary Policy since The Great Financial Crisis

Moderated by Christopher Sims
Co-director, Griswold Center for Economic Policy Studies